EASTERN
EUROPE
WITH BUSABOUT

DAY 1 – 3 MAY 2019

famous Beer Halls. (D)

Mozart’s for wiener schnitzel before

Fly to Munich

H: Wombats Hostel

some drinks at Busabout’s favourite

Board your Singapore Airlines flight
then sit back, relax and enjoy the

DAY 3 – 5 MAY 2019

comfort onboard en route to Munich.

Munich to Vienna

DAY 2 – 4 MAY 2019
Munich

It’s an early morning arrival into
Munich – we’ll transfer you to your
hostel to freshen up and recharge
your batteries, then we’re off to
explore the city. Marvel at the
beautiful baroque architecture of the
Marienplatz while enjoying the show
from the Rathaus-Glockenspiel, which

Today we cross the border into
Austria. Enjoy the day scanning
the rolling green hills, mountains
and lakes alongside the coach as
we travel through one of the most
picturesque roads in Europe. Along
the way, we will make a stop in
Salzburg, home to the Sound of
Music. This afternoon we arrive into
Vienna, stronghold of the Hapsburgs,

and backpacker haven, The Travel
Shack. (B, D)
H: Wombats Naschmarkt Hostel

DAY 4 – 6 MAY 2019
Vienna

#createyourownadventure with a
free day to explore Wien! Need some
inspiration? The Schonbrunn Palace
has captivated travellers for years
and is a great place to appreciate
some of Europe’s most beautiful
architecture. For the foodies, a visit

has entertained locals and travellers

celebrator of Beethoven and home

alike for centuries. A stroll through

to some of Europe’s most beautiful

to the Naschmarkt for lunch is a sure

the English Gardens is always a

architecture. We start our visit off

fire way to please the belly! Are you

highlight (just watch out for those

right with a trip to the Schnapps

an art buff? Check out the Belvedere

nude sunbathers!). Tonight, join your

Museum to learn all about this sweet

Museum, home of Gustav Klimt’s “The

guide for a traditional pork knuckle

and tasty (alcoholic!) treat. Tonight,

Kiss”. For the active, take a bike tour

and stein beer at one of Munich’s

join your guide at the world famous

around some of Vienna’s main sights
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and reward yourself with an apple

DAY 6 – 8 MAY 2019

travellers with an included drink on

strudel. Or for the wine lovers, a trip

Budapest

arrival and get the camera ready

out to the Wildschonau Valley for a

#dowhatyouwant with an epic free

for some awesome snaps of the

day in the vineyards is a wonderful

day in Budapest! We hope you

buildings lighting up. With live music

way to see a different side of the

feel nice and rested this morning,

on board, this 2-hour cruise is the

city. Tonight, take the chance to

because you can begin the day with

perfect way to see the magical city

enjoy Vienna with the locals at one

an optional city bike tour. On this

of Budapest. (B,D)

of many riverside restaurants, cafes

ride you’ll see the Castle District,

and bars. (B)

the Royal Palace, the Fisherman’s

H: Wombats Hostel

H: Wombats Naschmarkt Hostel

Bastion, and the Chain Bridge - just

DAY 5 – 7 MAY 2019

to name a few! Or, check out the

Budapest to Lake Bled

Ervin Szabo library for a slice of

Vienna to Budapest

An early morning departure

quiet contemplation. For any history

Today we travel onwards from

from Budapest this morning, as

lovers, we recommend finding your

Austria and into Hungary on the

we leave Hungary bound for the

way to the Shoes on the Danube

short drive to Budapest. Budapest

undiscovered gem of Slovenia, Lake

Promenade. These chilling, iron shoes

is quickly becoming one of Europe’s

Bled! Along the way, we will cross

stand in monument to the thousands

most popular cities, with its

through the agricultural heart of

executed along the riverbank during

combination of amazing architecture,

Europe, with fields of crops, valleys

WWII. Anyone looking for a quick

riverside palaces and cheap food and

way up to Castle Hill should consider

of vineyards and snow-capped

drink meaning the city has something

taking the funicular. Built in 1870,

for everyone. This afternoon we head

this incline railway is a spectacular

for the world famous Szechenyi

attraction. Tonight, join your guide

Baths, for a soak in Budapest’s best

for what is for many, a highlight of

natural hot springs and a chance

Budapest; the river cruise. Glide

to rest and relax. Tonight, we head

past major attractions such as the

into the thriving hipster 7th district

Parliament Building, Gellert Hill, the

to discover some of Europe’s most

Buda Castle District and Margaret

unique nightlife (ruin bars!) and best

Island, all while tucking in to a buffet

street food. (B)

dinner of local Hungarian specialties.

H: Wombats Hostel

Raise your glass with your fellow

DAY 7 – 9 MAY 2019

mountains standing side by side.
On arrival in the stunning Lake Bled,
you will immediately be mesmerised
by this beautiful little town, with the
lake surrounding the quaint Chapel
at its centre – a photographer’s
dream! Tonight, you can enjoy this
town like a local at one of many
traditional restaurants that dot the
lake shore. (B)
H: Wombats Hostel
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DAY 8 – 10 MAY 2019

DAY 9 – 11 MAY 2019

friends, as you board your Singapore
Airlines flight home. (B, L, D)

Lake Bled to Munich

Fly to Singapore

This morning we are up and ready

It’s a final European breakfast at

before sunrise for a hike to the

Wombats, before a transfer to the

Lake Bled viewpoint! The walk is

airport and flight to Singapore. (B)

lovely and the view is worth the
early wake up, so its Iphone’s at
the ready to capture the perfect
insta shot #travelbrag. There is a
reason that Lake Bled has been
the Busabout cover shot for 2018
and you will get the chance to see
why. On return to Jazz Hostel, enjoy
Yanni’s world famous waffles for
breakfast, before spending the rest
of the morning riding a bike around
the lake shore, rowing a boat to the
water. This afternoon, we leave Lake

to Munich. Here is your chance for
before a final stein with your new
H: Wombats Hostel

best kept secret). At our interactive
conference you’ll be able to share a
(group) account of your Busabout

conditions, visit ttcmegafamil.com.au
KEY:
B Breakfast, L Lunch, D Dinner,
H Hostel (multi-share)

#TTCMEGAFAMIL

travel adventure and participate in
a Q&A session with executives from
FCTG, TTC, Singapore Airlines and

FLIGHT DETAILS:
Flight

From > To

Date

Depart

SQ 222

SYDSIN

03MAY

1500

2120

SQ 221

SINSYD

14MAY

2020

0555+1

beauty and enjoy the amazing resort

SQ 228

MELSIN

03MAY

1540

2130

pools, sports & activities. And it

SQ 227

SINMEL

14MAY

2200

0725+1

simply wouldn’t be mega without

SQ 236

BNESIN

03MAY

1430

2045

an awesome MEGA Party, hosted by

SQ 235

SINBNE

14MAY

2130

0705+1

AAT Kings. All transfers and meals are

SQ 278

ADLSIN

03MAY

0910

1510

included and will be fully outlined in

SQ 279

SINADL

14MAY

2310

0730+1

your eDocs. All too soon it will be time

SQ 214

PERSIN

03MAY

1710

2235

to farewell beautiful Bintan and new

SQ 215

SINPER

14MAY

1845

2355

Club Med. There will also be time to
relax among Bintan Island’s natural

Arrive

PER

Busabout buddies. (B,D)

at Club Med’s Bintan Island (Asia’s

received in eDocs. For full terms &

ADL

the last-minute souvenir shopping,

FAMIL groups will come together

Full international flight details will be

BNE

and head back through the Alps

For the next 2-nights, all our MEGA

to circumstances out of our control.

MEL

Bled (more than a little in love!)

Bintan Island

subject to change or may vary due

SYD

island or enjoying a coffee by the

DAYS 10-12 – 12-14 MAY 2019

Itinerary details provided are

